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                    Among the materials we use in our creations, concrete is undoubtedly the most demanding and the most complex to work with. To achieve the consistent level of quality that our professional and private customers serve, we leave nothing to chance.

 

Since 2020, we are ISO 9001:2015 certified, like all our strategic partners. This framework requires us to comply with the regulations in force, to control every stage of production and most importantly to propel us into a very reassuring continuous improvement process. As a result of applying this method, we could mention our claims rate, which is probably one of the lowest on the market, despite the fact that we offer completely atypical products.

 

As a company that has long been concerned about ecological and social issues, we wanted to go further. The first step was to obtain an external, objective opinion on our approach. In 2022, we were awarded the bronze medal by the EcoVadis label. It’s a good start, but we’re not going to stop there. We’re convinced that the way we work and the way we design robust, repairable and recyclable products from largely recycled materials is a sustainable and durable approach – a virtuous circle. We still have a lot of ways to improve. The journey is ongoing.
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